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1. Introduction Product Overview
Thank you for your interest to 
Seomator!
Seomator is a comprehensive and easy to use solution for SEO Audit that allows seeing how
to fix bugs and make the site more attractive than competitor's sites.
Also, Seomator 
has the audit tool you can embed free into your website and provide free
White Label SEO Reports
with our awesome charts and conclusion.

2. Access
Sign up
You can
Sign up

using email:
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Alternatively, via your existing social networks accounts:

Sign In
We offer the varieties to 
Login
using existing social networks accounts (
Facebook
,
Google
Plus
, and 
Twitter
):
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You could also 
Sign In
using your email address. Just 
Sign up
before.

Subscription
Then, you see the subscription page, where you can 
choose one of the available trials or
simply buy one SEO Audit:
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Pick a trial via the link to the Start Trial page and use a convenient for you type of payment
you give us for approval. For example, via PayPal:

After clicking Submit, you redirect to PayPal confirmation page:
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Then, finish your purchase using PayPal as usually.
If you chose Debit/Credit card, enter your billing information into appropriate fields and finish
your subscription. Then, you get a confirmation message:

Note, we do not charge any payments until a Trial end. Moreover, you can change or cancel
your Plan at any time.

3. Tools
We provide all our services depending on chosen Payment Plan.
Login
and see your Private Desktop:


Dashboard
is your main panel, which includes four functional sections:

Add new project
Your plan info
Knowledge Base
Your Projects

(appears when you add any project)
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Add new project
is 

w
here you add your websites for crawling.
As options you can choose three possible crawl variants:

exclude (ignore) subdomains
We crawl only 
http://example.com
, not, for example, blog.example.com.
ignore Robots.txt
Our crawler takes the instructions for Google from the robots.txt: Useragent: Google or
wildcard instruction Useragent: * (if they are there), and, by these instructions, if any parts
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of the site are covered from the crawl, then we do not crawl them. It is 
useful to ignore

robots.txt when you, for example, want to crawl site closed for 
indexation.
ignore rel=”canonical” meta tag

It is a way to specify the correct canonical version of the page if the site has pages that are
not necessary for Google
https://support.google.com/webmasters/answer/139066?hl=en
Accordingly, if there are pages wherein a headset rel=“canonical” we follow such instructions
as Google crawler. If you choose to ignore rel=”canonical” meta tag
, we do not follow
them.
The crawler starts with adding a project to the dashboard. Usually, it takes 1015 minutes to
crawl 100 pages or about 45 minutes for 1000 pages (it depends on the selected plan).
When the crawl of your project is finished, we notify you via email.
Also, especially for agencies running the tool to check for errors on staging sites before
going live, we have following crawler settings.
So you can override DNS IP and use server side authorization.
Your Plan Info 
with information about your current plan, an amount of projects you may
crawl every month, and your project limitations in pages per project:

Clicking on the 
Change Plan 
button, you skip to our 
Plans & Pricing 
page, where you can
change your plan at any time.
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The Seomator 
Knowledge Base is where you can download the present 
Quick Start Guide
,
Report Guide
and find the information you need in the Seomator F
AQ:

Your Projects 
is a fourth and main part of your 
Dashboard
,
where you see all your added
projects and check their status:

Here is how it looks like when one project has been started to crawl, and the next one is
Done:
Suchwise, added any project you can see:


website’s name



its crawling status 
(Crawling, Done)



Seomator’s total score



last time crawled



crawl errors if found 
(the most probability of finding when more pages crawled)



pages crawled

Clicking on 
View button for each crawled project you can see our full Report (to get to know
more, revise Tools/ SEO Audit section).
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You can see the crawl status in the process. We should also send you the email about all
reports in the project which are successfully done and give the link where you can start
exploring the results.
Accordingly, clicking on 
Recrawl
you might restart the current project.
Moreover, of course, all your projects in progress are visible in this section.
The number of the crawled pages and projects depends on the P
ayment Plan
.
Note, some projects are orange when the crawl is complete in the dashboard while others
are green. 
Orange labels mean that we've got some crawler errors while crawling this
project. i.e., 0 bytes come when we try to fetch URL or server side anticrawling protection
for unknown IP's (like captcha and so on). You can see all that strange URLs if you click
'crawler errors:
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3.1 SEO Audit & Reports
Seomator provides you with a set of tests and reports that help you to do qualified SEO
Audit.

When crawling of any project you added is finished, your project SEO Audit Overview, 13
Reports (14 for Multilingual sites) under 
Professional or Unlimited Plans, Crawler Report,
and PDF Export function are available:

Check the 
Full Seomator SEO Audit Report
example.
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Clicking on every Report link, see their whole content.
For example, the 
Readability Report
looks like:

We also try to give you a clue what you should pay attention when reading the Report first
time:

As we constantly work on improving our service and its reports, sometimes we recommend
doing Recrawl a Project to get modified Report’s version because we have changed the
algorithm of reporting. It usually takes 35 minutes and does not influence on your monthly
Plan limits:
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3.2

Domains Comparison

It is very helpful to compare your site with possible competitor’s site.
To compare any two sites just add their names:

Then start the process clicking the C
ompare
button:
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It usually takes 10 minutes to finish 
crawl and generate all the reports. Depending on sites, it
might take longer.
For Comparison our Crawler, we take 10 pages of each website.

3.3

Lead Generation Tool

Simply clicking on 
Lead Generation link in your 
Profile Menu check how Seomator Leads
Generation 
Unlimited Custom Branded with Full Leads Info T
ool’s Settings look like.
As you see, it has three parts.
Leads:
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Branding Settings:

and 
Embedded Audit Settings:

You can embed our quick Audit Tool into your website and provide free whitelabeled SEO
Reports with our awesome charts and conclusion.
Read
about embedding the S
eomator Lead Generation Tool
in details.
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4

Profile

4.1

User Settings

Clicking on
the 

Profile,
check how this section in the U
ser Settings 
looks like:
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Here are the options where you can check and change your Payment Plan, Profile
Information, and your Seomator notification settings.

4.2

Collaboration Work

Invite your Team Members simply clicking on C
ollaboration Work
:

Then, just manage your Team.
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4.3 Integrations
Clicking on the appropriate button sync your Seomator account to the thirdparty service:

To connect 
Slack and Seomator, choose the appropriate button. Then, authorize or Change
the team you would want to be syncing:
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After just pick a channel:

and, it is ready:
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For connection MailChimp and Seomator, go to Integration Settings in your Profile and click
on MailChimp. Next, we redirect you to MailChimp oAuth form:

Choose MailChimp list for new leads and hit save button  you all set!
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To the end, to 
connect 
Google Analytics and Seomator, hit the 'Get Google Analytics'
button in any data table at any Seomator Report:

Allow access in the oAuth form:

Select Google Analytics Property and View for this project and hit the save button:
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Now you can get Google Analytics Data in any report in this particular project, just hit Get
Google Analytics again:

Wait while we get Data from GA API:

So, now you have your Organic Traffic Data from Google Analytics at our data table page:

Please note, that we fetch only Organic Traffic from last 30 days.
The same results you can see at your Google Analytics Report: Acquisition > All Traffic >
Channels > Organic Search.
Due to Google Analytics API Limits, we are fetching GA data page by page, i.e., if you hit
Get GA data on the 1st page of any our Report, and then go to the 2nd page, you need to
click on Get GA Data again to load results for the second page.

4.4 Billing Settings
Clicking on
Billing Settings

link you can check your current Payment Plan’s limitation and
Payment method, change or cancel it:
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Pricing and Payments

Seomator Plans & Pricing have two monthly Plans  
Professional and 
Unlimited. 
Also, you
can buy unitary SEO Audit for any your website as well:
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We accept Visa, MasterCard, American Express, and PayPal as forms of Payment
for monthly subscription Plans.
Note, that for any Seomator Free Trial 
we just ask your payment credentials, but do
not charge you.
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Logout

Clicking on 
Logout
button anytime you return to the Seomator Main Page.
Of cause, all your started projects stay in the process, and you may check their
status after you 
Login
again.
We promise Seomator provides you with a set of tests and reports that help you to
do qualified SEO Audit and are looking forward hearing your feedback and ready to
answer any questions you may have.
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